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A. WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT AT RESTORATION: 

Restoration Men’s Ministry exists to help men who struggle with drug and alcohol abuse, as well as other 
life-dominating, addictive behaviors. It is our unwavering belief and conviction that God’s Word alone 
holds the answers and solutions that will be sufficient to break the grips of your addictive and destructive 
lifestyle. 

As a result, we want to communicate clearly what you can expect at Restoration if you are accepted into 
the program. These six general expectations will help you understand our approach to helping men. 

1. Jesus Christ and His Word (the Bible) will be given first place. That means that the Bible is 
the final authority for how we are to live, think and process all of life including addictions and 
substance abuse.  

2. God’s Word is the final authority. If you choose to live and serve at Restoration, the Bible will 
be the authority that directs your words, your actions, your thoughts, how you handle problems, 
how you respond to authority and suffering, and all matters of life.  

3. Authority is God given and willful submission to the staff of Restoration is expected. All 
staff, volunteers and residents at Restoration must recognize that those in authority over them are 
placed there by God. Therefore, willingly submitting to authority is one of the ways that we 
submit to God. Residents are expected to submit to the staff and the authorized volunteers that the 
staff chooses in order to help run Restoration.  

4. Hard work. We believe that God created men and women in order to glorify him. One of the 
ways that we do that is by working hard in all areas of life. All people—staff, volunteers and 
residents—will be expected to work hard. Residents should especially consider that changing 
addictive lifestyles and behaviors takes sustained effort and work. Change will not be easy, but 
Jesus Christ stands ready to help you change. The staff and volunteers are also dedicated to 
helping you change in order to live a life that is pleasing to the Lord and free from life 
dominating addictions. 

5. Structure. Most days during your stay at Restoration will be filled with activities designed to 
help you gain freedom from addictions and sinful lifestyles. You will be expected to follow the 
daily schedule of activities which will include, but is not limited to—class time, one-on-one 
counseling, work, cleaning, meal prep, daily Bible reading and prayer, journaling, church and 
group studies. 

6. Limited distractions. We want your time living and serving at Restoration to be very beneficial 
to you. As a result, our program is designed to limit the amount of distractions that tend to capture 
our attention. Distractions such as electronic devices (cell phones, tablets, computers, , etc.), 
personal vehicles, and outside relationships will not be permitted. We want you to be able to be 
fully devoted to learning the curriculum and doing the assignments given in class and counseling. 
We also want you to build solid relationships with the other residents in the program. Therefore, 
men that are not married must commit to refrain from pursuing romantic relationships. Also, all 
residents will have a “blackout” phase during orientation. The “blackout” requires that you will 
refrain from all outside relationships including family.  
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I have read this document and understand what to expect at Restoration. By signing below, I am 
acknowledging that I understand what to expect from Restoration and will not expect to be treated 
differently than what is stated. 

 

   
Applicant Signature  Spouse or Sponsor Signature (if applicable) 
 
 
 

  

Applicant Name: Printed 
 
 

 Spouse or Sponsor Name: Printed (if applicable) 

   

Date      Date 
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B. EXPECTATIONS FOR RESIDENTS OF RESTORATION: 

In addition to the general guidelines there are a series of expectations for those who live and serve at 
Restoration. We desperately desire that men graduate from the program, learn from their mistakes and 
move forward in God’s grace. However, failure to abide by way of these expectations could result in 
dismissal. 

1. Commitment – this program will be a lot of work and will require a firm commitment to see it to 
the end. The problems, addictions and trials that have caused you to look for help didn’t come 
overnight, and getting out of them will not happen overnight either. You need to commit to the 
duration of the program which for most men will be 8 months.  

2. Honesty – the staff at Restoration is committed to helping you change, but in order for them to 
help you, you need to be open and vulnerable with them. That includes unresolved legal 
problems, medical problems, people looking for you, financial obligations, etc. For many of the 
men seeking help, part of the trouble that you find yourself in now is due to dishonesty and 
covering things up. If you want to truly change you must be willing to accept God’s promise that 
“whoever conceals his transgressions will not prosper, but he who confesses and forsakes them 
will obtain mercy” (Prov. 28:13). 

3. A desire to change – Restoration exists for men who want to commit to change no matter how 
difficult. Only residents who want to live and serve at Restoration will be accepted. That means 
residents must desire to come. While family, friends and acquaintances may desire a person to 
come to Restoration, only applicants that desire to be here will be accepted. Ultimately, the hard 
work of change must be shouldered primarily by the resident. 

4. No suicidal thoughts or attempts – change is difficult to be sure. But at Restoration we are 
going to do everything in our power to help you change and live in the freedom of Jesus Christ. 
This will take time, so we need you to commit to not contemplate suicide or attempt suicide while 
at Restoration. 

5. Active participation in all scheduled activities – Every day and every activity is designed to 
help you put off your old addictive and destructive behaviors. We want you to make the most of 
your time at Restoration, which will go by quickly. Therefore, you are expected to participate in 
every activity that is scheduled for you. That includes waking up and going to bed at the 
designated times, attending all meal times, attending all classes and counseling sessions, 
attending all work assignments and church, etc. 

6. Submission to authority – you are required to abide by all the rules, requirements and 
expectations for living and serving at Restoration. That includes obeying the staff of Restoration 
in anything they ask you, provided they are not asking you to sin. While you are at Restoration, 
the staff is your authority. 

7. Language – your time at Restoration is to change your old ways of addictions and destructive 
behavior. That includes your speech. All cursing, name calling, inappropriate jokes, innuendo, 
harsh words and any other sinful speech is not acceptable. Our standard of speech is judged by 
the Bible which states, “Let there be no filthiness nor foolish talk nor crude joking, which are out 
of place, but instead let there be thanksgiving” (Eph. 5:4). 

8. Hygiene and overall cleanliness – residents are required to practice daily personal hygiene 
which includes bathing, brushing teeth, shaving, laundry, etc. Deodorant and mouthwash are not a 
substitutes for personal hygiene. Residents are also expected to keep their living space organized 
and clean. As you are trying to organize your life at Restoration, discipline and organization in all 
areas of life, including your living space will be expected. 
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9. Work assignments – residents will be expected to work throughout the duration of the program 
at Restoration. Much of the work will be physical labor which includes working outside and on 
your feet for extended periods of time. Residents must be willing and able to work in all sorts of 
weather conditions and environments. We believe that God created men and designed them to 
work hard for his glory. Therefore, work is a key component to your growth and change. We also 
believe that you need to work in order to support yourself and other residents during your stay. 
We believe that if anyone is not willing to work then he should not be privileged to eat (cf. 2 
Thessalonians 3:10 – If anyone is not willing to work, let him not eat). 

10. Class time – all residents are expected to attend every class they are assigned. They are expected 
to be attentive participants and to complete all assignments in totality. Classes are an integral part 
of growing and changing. During this time, you will be learning how God has designed you to 
live and think. Throughout the duration of each class you will be expected to be present which 
means that you need to plan on using the bathroom before class or after. Class time is for class 
only. 

11. Counseling – all residents will participate in one-on-one counseling with an ACBC (Association 
of Certified Biblical Counselors) Certified counselor or an approved Faith Biblical Counseling 
Ministries counselor. The counseling sessions are crucial to your growth and change. It is during 
these times that the Word of God will be specifically applied to your individual story and 
struggles. Honesty (see expectation #2 above) is crucial at all times, but especially in counseling 
where your personal story and past is going to be specifically addressed. 

12. Church attendance – all residents will attend Faith Church worship services and Adult Bible 
Fellowship classes every week. Being involved in a local church is an expectation not only for 
our program, but is expected by God of all Christians based on the Bible. Therefore, the habit of 
attending church every week is not only crucial to your growth and change in the program, but 
also will be very important upon graduating and moving out of Restoration.  

13. Discipline and Dismissal – As part of the program you are required to submit to the disciplinary 
measures imposed on you. Discipline will be given for disobedience, display of wrong attitudes, 
and breaking any of the rules or expectations for living at Restoration. Discipline will include 
things like loss of privileges, extra work, extra homework or even dismissal from the program. 
Discipline and even dismissal, if it comes to that point, is all designed to help you grow and 
change. God disciplines his children in order to help them grow and change for the better. 
Discipline is actually an indication of our love and desire for you to grow and change, rather than 
a lack of love (Cf. Hebrews 12:5–11). If you are dismissed whoever dropped, you off will pick 
you up. In the case that there is no one to pick you up, you will be taken to Lafayette Transitional 
Housing services. 

14. Housing – during your time at Restoration you will be sharing a bedroom and bathroom with 
other residents. You are expected to keep your living space clean and tidy. That includes daily 
making your bed, keeping your belongings put away in a neat and orderly way, and doing your 
own laundry, etc. Due to the limited space only certain items and a certain amount of things may 
be brought with you during your stay at Restoration. We believe that it is important for you to 
build relationships with your roommates and other residents. Learning to share space and to love 
and serve your roommates is an important component learning to live a new lifestyle that is 
pleasing to Christ. For further specifics see section D. House Rules. 

15. Restoration Property (called Bethany farms) – under no circumstances are you allowed to go 
off property without the express permission of the staff of Restoration. Furthermore, even though 
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the property is 100 acres, you are not allowed to leave the “housing area”1 without the express 
permission of Restoration staff. 

16. Check-in – the first time you arrive at Restoration all of your items will be checked to make sure 
that there is nothing that is prohibited. At any point throughout your stay at Restoration, the staff 
reserves the right to check anything on your person or anything in the duplex. This is important so 
that the staff can insure the safety of everyone in the program and help keep you accountable on 
your path to change. 

17. Extra duties and responsibilities – living at Restoration has many aspects that are just like real 
life. Meaning, not everything can be scheduled and predicted. Therefore, you will be expected to 
help with whatever responsibilities and jobs come up outside of the normally scheduled activities.  

18. Conflict resolution – all conflicts with residents and/or staff must be handled according to the 
prescribed method in the Bible. One of the key skills and habits that will be integral to growing 
and changing is learning how to solve problems biblically. 

19. Violence, fighting and weapons – all violence and physical fighting is prohibited. Weapons of 
any kind are also not allowed. Violating this policy could be the grounds for immediate dismissal. 
All problems are to be solved according to the Bible’s prescribed method for handling conflict 
(see previous expectation, “Conflict Resolution”). 

20. Dress code – all residents are required to have appropriate dress. All clothing must be modest and 
cannot have curse words, inappropriate images or anything else that would be displeasing to God. 
Clothing must also be appropriate for the weather. Indiana summers can be very hot and the 
winters can be very cold. Because much of the work that you will be doing is outside you need to 
bring clothes that are appropriate for working in those conditions. That includes things like hats, 
coats, long pants, long sleeves, work boots, etc.  

21. Wake-up and Lights Out – during your stay at Restoration days have been scheduled in a way 
to help you grow and change. That includes the wake-up times and lights out times. Our program 
has been designed in such a way that you should have ample amount of sleep if you follow the 
schedule. Therefore, wake-up and lights out times must be followed. Initially, the new wake-up 
and lights out times may be challenging to get used to, but over time your body will adjust.  

22. Drugs, alcohol, smoking, the Patch, Nicotine Gum and other substances – Restoration is a 
ministry that exists to help men overcome various addictions. We do not believe in dropping one 
addiction and picking up another “lesser” one. Therefore, there is a zero tolerance policy on all 
drugs, alcohol, smoking and other substances (unless it has been approved by the staff of 
Restoration). If you are caught using or even in possession of such things, you may be 
immediately dismissed from the program. Our goal is to help you, and we believe that through 
Christ you will be able to change and grow faster and more effectively if all of these temptations 
are completely eliminated. 

23. Meals – during your time at Restoration all food and drink will be provided for you. However, 
you will be required to prepare food for yourself and other residents. Food will only be eaten at 
designated meal times and in the appropriately designated places. Food and drink (other than 
water) will not be allowed in any rooms other than the designated dining location(s). Food and 
drink (other than water) will only be granted at specified meal times. Only by direct permission 
granted by the staff will food be accessed outside of meal times. Also, food that is provided for 
you must be accepted and eaten with thanks and gratefulness. All grumbling and complaining is 
prohibited and is offensive to those providing food for you as well as the Lord.  

                                                        
1 The “housing area” will be defined upon your arrival.  
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24. Mail and packages – any mail that is outgoing from residents will be inspected as well as all 
mail incoming to residents will be inspected. Anything that is inappropriate whether it be writing 
or objects will be confiscated at the sole discretion of the Restoration staff. 

25. Cell phones, money, IDs and approved medications – all cell phones will be turned in at 
check-in along with all money, IDs (driver’s license, etc.), approved medications, and any items 
that are prohibited. They will be stored by the Restoration staff in a locked location. This is 
designed to help eliminate temptations and distractions that would make it more difficult to focus 
on your growth. Change and growth is difficult and takes a lot of effort. If you are willing to 
change you must be willing to do whatever it takes for as long as it takes.  

26. Special Power of Attorney -  all residents at Restoration must be willing to sign a Special Power 
of Attorney (POA) which will grant Restoration the right to handle the resident’s wages from a 
local factory that has agreed to provide work for our residents during phase 2 of the program. 
Residents must agree to this to be in the program. The second phase of the program (after 
Orientation) involves working for approved employers. During this phase your wages will go 
towards supporting your stay at Restoration as well other costs of the ministry.  

27. Staff House – on site at the Restoration property is a house where a staff member and his family 
live. Under no circumstances, other than the direction of the Restoration staff are you to enter that 
house, knock on the door, or loiter around the house. There will be work that will happen around 
the house which will be permitted and directed by staff, but outside of that you are to respect the 
privacy of the members living in the house. 

28. Relationships – building relationships is a key part of your success while at Restoration. The 
number 1 relationship that we want you cultivating every day is your relationship with Jesus 
Christ. We also want you cultivating relationships with the other residents. The other men going 
through the program with you should become your brothers during the program. Relationships 
with your teachers, counselors and church (Faith Church) will be important during your stay at 
Restoration. But pursuing relationships outside of Restoration, romantic, professional or any other 
kind of relationship is prohibited. Your time at Restoration will go by very quickly and pursuing 
relationships outside of those outlined here will only distract you from focusing on the activities 
and teaching that has been designed to help you grow and change. 

29. Medical emergencies and needs – Restoration is not responsible for any of your medical needs 
that might occur while you’re at Restoration. In the event that you need to see the doctor or go to 
the emergency room, you’ll will be responsible for the costs incurred. For this reason, seeking 
professional medical attention will be done only in situations where it is deemed necessary. 
Restoration is not set-up as a hospital, and the schedule that we have for you is important for you 
to follow. Therefore, only necessary appointments will be allowed and they must be requested, 
because of the challenge transporting you to and from those appointments. 

30. Medicine – as mentioned, Restoration is not a hospital or a medical facility. There may be many 
scenarios where Restoration is not suited to serve certain persons due to needed ongoing medical 
attention. Restoration seeks to work with as many men as possible and for men taking prescribed 
medication, we can work to facilitate and supervise your self-medication. However, there are 
certain types of medicine and drugs that are not allowed at Restoration. Therefore, you’ll need to 
work with your doctor to get those changed before you would be eligible to come. For more 
information, see section G. Medical and Medication Policy 

31. Personal items and shopping – while you’re a resident at Restoration you will be responsible to 
provide toiletry items and clothing for yourself. There may be donated items that you could use, 
but those cannot be counted on. Therefore, if you are in need of something you may fill out a 
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request. But due to the structure of the program requests probably will not be able to be granted 
immediately so you’ll need to plan ahead and make sure you have appropriate funds to do so. 

32. Internet access and television – there will be no internet access, unless it is approved and 
supervised by a staff member of Restoration. There also will be limited to no television. There 
may be appropriate times when appropriate movies are viewed. As mentioned already, your time 
at Restoration will go very quickly and we want your time to be spent doing activities that are 
going to support growth and change for the long haul. 

33. Visitations – only visits will be permitted from immediate family members and they must be 
approved at least a full week in advance by the staff of Restoration. During the first month no 
visits by anyone will be allowed. For all visitations, whoever is visiting must abide by all the 
rules and expectations outlined by Restoration in the “E. Visitation” Document. 

I have read this document and am aware of the expectations for me if I am living at Restoration. By 
signing below, I am indicating that I am willing to comply with these expectations. 

 

   
Applicant Signature  Spouse or Sponsor Signature (if applicable) 
 
 
 

  

Applicant Name: Printed 
 
 

 Spouse or Sponsor Name: Printed (if applicable) 

   

Date      Date 
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C. MAJOR POLICIES 

Policies and rules are not meant to be a burden. All of these policies are important as you work hard to 
break the bondage of addictions and destructive lifestyles. We recognize that changing and adapting to a 
new lifestyle is hard. We will be patient with you and provide you will all of the resources we have 
available to help you grow and change, but if you are not taking advantage of those resources to grow, 
then you may be dismissed from the program. 

1. Overall Attitude of Gratitude 
a. Are you grateful for the opportunity to be at Restoration? 
b. Are you open to God working in your life? 
c. Are you teachable? 
d. Can you accept correction with a good attitude? 
e. Are you willing to do whatever it takes as long as it takes? 

2. Class Participation 
a. Are you willing to be taught from staff? From peers? 
b. Are you willing to be honest about your struggles and your past no matter the cost? 
c. Are you willing to put forth your best effort in classroom assignments such as but not 

limited to: 
i. Daily Quite Time and Journaling 

ii. Written Homework 
iii. Scripture Memorization 

3. Work Ethic 
a. Will you perform your assigned tasks and responsibilities with a good attitude? 
b. Will you express gratitude for the opportunity to work “as unto the Lord” rather than 

complain? 
c. Will you show a willingness to submit to authority? 
d. Are you responsible and dependable (i.e. no one has to check your work or constantly be 

looking over your shoulder)? 
4. Overall Stewardship 

a. Is your house in order (i.e. cleanliness of room, bathroom, work space, living area, 
kitchen, etc.) 

b. Is your personal hygiene done daily? 
c. What are you investing your time in? 
d. How much time do you invest in: 

i. Responsibilities and work? 
ii. Relationships with other residents? 

iii. Prayer? 
iv. Bible study? 
v. Reflection on teaching and counseling? 

e. Am I making the most of my time at Restoration? 
i. Participating wholeheartedly in all activities? 

ii. Following the schedule? 
iii. Not cutting corners? 

5. Cooperation with Restoration Staff and Volunteers 
a. Cooperation is expected.  
b. But in the case of a conflict, any conflict between any resident and a volunteer or staff 

member must be brought to the attention of the Director. 
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6. Leaving Restoration 
a. Residents are not to leave the property or the “housing area”2 of Restoration without 

express permission from the staff. 
7. No visitors without staff and counselor approval with at least a week’s notice. 

a. No one, except residents, approved volunteers and staff are allowed in the duplex without 
staff approval first. 

8. No smoking, drugs, or any substance abuse. 
a. This is a totally drug and substance free recovery program (except for approved 

medications that will be cared for by the staff). 
b. Anything of this nature will be confiscated immediately. 
c. Being caught smoking, using or even just with possession of any forbidden substance, 

pipe, needle, etc. is grounds for immediate dismissal. 
9. No Computer Use 
10. No Phone Use Except: 

a. Phone use must be approved by staff and the need will be based on urgency and 
importance. 

b. Personal cell phones will be held by the staff of Restoration and will only be transferred 
by staff approval for certain emergencies and situations. 

11. No Electronic Devices Except Alarm Clocks & Watches 
a. No audio/video players 
b. No computers 
c. No cell phones/pages 
d. No communications devices 

12. Following the Schedule 
a. Willingness to change will be demonstrated in part by compliance with the entirety of the 

schedule: 
i. Wake-up  

ii. Lights out  
iii. Class & Counseling 
iv. Work 
v. Church 

vi. Meals, etc. 
13. No Buying, Selling, or Stealing 

a. Any service rendered to others in the program, guests or others should be given freely 
without recompense: haircuts, laundry, etc. 

b. Any donations to Restoration must be distributed by the staff. 
c. Theft of any type—donations, others personal property, food, etc.—is grounds for 

dismissal. 
14. Personal Appearance and Hygiene 

a. Showering and brushing teeth must occur daily. 
b. Hair needs to be washed and regularly trimmed. Facial hair needs to be kept neat. 
c. Deodorant or cologne should never be used to mask poor hygiene. 
d. Alcohol based mouth wash is strictly prohibited. 
e. In general, clothes are to be neat, clean, and worn properly on the body. Especially when 

serving, or meeting in a public place. 

                                                        
2 The “housing area” will be defined upon your arrival.  
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f. Ball caps must be worn with the bill in the front. 
g. Beanie hats may only be worn when the weather is cold and only outside. 
h. Clothing with graphics and words shall not endorse, promote or depict any of the 

following: 
i. Beer or liquor products and associated behavior; 

ii. Vulgarity, profanity, nudity, sexual appeal, sexual innuendo—anything that is 
indecent, immoral, illegal, racist or deemed offensive or inappropriate by the 
Restoration staff; 

iii. Drugs, drug use, paraphernalia and associated behavior; 
iv. Cigarettes, tobacco products and paraphernalia; 
v. Secular rock bands, rock music, rock stars, rock concerts; 

vi. Satanic or demonic creatures or practices, anything occult related, any non-
Christian religious practices. 

I have read this document and am aware of the policies for living at Restoration. By signing below, I am 
indicating that I am willing to comply these policies. 

 

   
Applicant Signature  Spouse or Sponsor Signature (if applicable) 
 
 
 

  

Applicant Name: Printed 
 
 

 Spouse or Sponsor Name: Printed (if applicable) 

   

Date      Date 
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D. HOUSE RULES 

One of our goals is to help exercise self-control and faithful stewardship over every area of your life. One 
key area that you must learn to care for well is your home. For the duration of your stay at Restoration the 
duplex you will be living in is your home that you have the responsibility to care for. The following list 
gives you a flavor of what appropriate care looks like, yet it is not exhaustive. 

Many of the following items will be part of weekly and daily chores lists. Not all items may be 
“assigned” but you are expected to keep things orderly and neat overall. Care in these various areas will 
be one way you demonstrate your desire to steward your life with greater care and down a different path 
than the one that brought you to Restoration. 

• Bedrooms 
o Nothing is allowed on beds. 
o Beds must be neatly made & tucked in daily. 
o Nothing is to be laying out on the floor.  
o Items are to be neatly put in drawers or closet. 
o Desks are to be kept neat and orderly. 

• Bathrooms 
o Counters need to be orderly looking and not covered with items. 
o Toilets, mirrors, showers/tubs, and floors are to be kept clean. 
o Towels must be hung up. 

• Common Areas 
o Couches and chairs are to be kept cleared. 
o No shoes on furniture. 
o No standing on furniture. 
o Shoes need to be organized and no more than 2 pairs per person may be visible in 

appropriate places. 
o No drinking cups, water bottles or any other containers may be left out in common areas. 

• Kitchen 
o Food and drink (other than water) is to be consumed only during designated meal times. 
o Counters, stove, and sinks are to wiped down after every use. 
o Dishes are to be rinsed and placed in dishwasher or are to be washed and dried and put 

away. 
o Dirty dishes are not to remain out overnight. 
o Floors are to be kept swept and neat. 
o Refrigerators and cabinets are to be kept orderly and cleaned out regularly. 
o Kitchen table is to be kept clear so that it may be used readily for meals and meetings. 

• Around duplex 
o Tools must be put away.  
o Tables and chairs must be neatly organized and kept clear. 
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I have read this document and am aware of the expectations for me if I am living at Restoration. By 
signing below, I am indicating that I am willing to comply with these expectations. 

 

   
Applicant Signature  Spouse or Sponsor Signature (if applicable) 
 
 
 

  

Applicant Name: Printed 
 
 

 Spouse or Sponsor Name: Printed (if applicable) 

   

Date      Date 
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E. VISITATION 

Visits are limited to immediate family members only. Visits must be approved by the Restoration staff 
and there will be no visits permitted unless there is ample amount of time for the staff to consider the 
request. A minimum of 1 week prior to the visit date must be given for the request. Otherwise, barring 
special circumstances, the request will not be considered.  

All visitors must agree to abide by the following standards and rules: 

1. No alcohol, drugs or substances will be used while visiting or offered to the resident(s).  
2. No alcohol, drugs or substances are allowed on Restoration property. 
3. No visitors who are currently abusing alcohol, drugs or substances. 
4. No packages, food, or anything else may be given to the residents that hasn’t be approved by the 

Restoration staff. 
5. No weapons. 
6. Any transportation and activity costs must be provided by the resident’s visitors, and all activities 

must be appropriate. 
7. All activities and places that you plan on going must be approved. 
8. There will be no exceptions for missing any church services (morning or evening). Visitors are 

welcome to attend church services with the resident(s) they are visiting.  
9. No visitors will be allowed to spend the night at Restoration. Visitors must make their own 

accommodations elsewhere if they are planning on staying night. 

Beyond these rules, Restoration reserves the right deny any visitation request for any reason. And there 
will be no visits allowed during the Orientation phase (Phase 2—see F. PROGRAM OUTLINE).  

Extended visits home may be allowed around Christmas time to immediate family only. Requests for this 
type of visitation must be completed with ample amount of time for the staff to evaluate the request and 
make sure appropriate arrangements are made. 

**All visitations are requests and must be approved by the Restoration staff. Visits are privileges and not 
rights. Your behavior, attitude, work, etc. will all be evaluated when considering a visitation request.  

 

I have read this document and am aware of the expectations for me if I am living at Restoration. By 
signing below, I am indicating that I am willing to comply with these expectations. 

 

   
Applicant Signature  Spouse or Sponsor Signature (if applicable) 
 
 
 

  

Applicant Name: Printed 
 
 

 Spouse or Sponsor Name: Printed (if applicable) 

   

Date      Date 
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F. PROGRAM OUTLINE 

This section’s aim is to give you an outline of the structure of the program. This structure is designed with 
the intent of 1) helping you transform your life from enslavement to freedom in Christ, 2) to help the staff 
of Restoration determine who is learning and growing, and 3) to help Restoration serve as many men in 
need as possible.  

The program consists of 3 or 4 phases. 

1. APPLICATION PHASE:  

The first step is considering if Restoration is the type of program you want to pursue. If it is then you’ll 
need read all of the Supporting Documents and fill out the application. If your application is accepted and 
you choose to continue further in the application process a phone interview will be scheduled. For the 
phone interview you must pay a non-refundable fee of $25 which covers the administrative time costs for 
conducting the interview. The fee is non-refundable and does not guarantee acceptance into the program. 

After your phone interview, if the Restoration staff believes you are a good fit, they will provide you with 
the 2nd part of the application which focuses mostly on medical issues. This part will require you to make 
an appointment with your physician and other care providers.  

After you’ve completed and sent in the 2nd part of the application, then if the staff believes you are a good 
fit for the program you will either be offered a spot or be placed on the waiting list. 

From the time you are accepted and a spot is offered to you, you must refrain from all drugs, alcohol, 
substances and medication that hasn’t been prescribed (or has an expired prescription) by a doctor. Failure 
to do so can result in losing the offered spot in the program. Furthermore, because Restoration is not a 
medical facility you may be required to go through a detox program prior to coming to Restoration. 

In order to secure your spot in the program you must pay a non-refundable $250 orientation fee on your 
first day. This fee covers a small portion of the costs for your program for the first 6 weeks, and 
demonstrates in part that you are serious about doing whatever it takes to change. 

2. PHASE 1:  

Phase 1 is “Orientation.” This phase immediately follows the application phase if you are accepted into 
the program. Phase 1 lasts 6 weeks and its design is to determine who is teachable and open to doing the 
necessary work to change. During this phase you will spending the majority of your time on the property 
of Restoration. You will have class, counseling, and work on the property among other activities that will 
all be used to evaluate your desire and commitment to change.  

There are 2 possible results at the end of the 6 weeks. (1) You will be advanced to phase 2 of the program. 
In this case the staff of Restoration believes that your attitude, behavior, work ethic, cooperation and 
growth has proven that you are willing to be taught and do whatever it takes to change. (2) You will be 
dismissed from the program. In this case the staff of Restoration believes that your attitude, behavior, 
work ethic and cooperation have proven that you are not teachable or willing to do whatever it takes to 
change at this time. After 1 year we would invite you to reapply for the program should you desire to do 
so. 

3. PHASE 2:  
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In this phase of the program your work schedule will shift from working primarily on the property of 
Restoration to working offsite in a local factory. The length of this phase is 6 months. This has two 
purposes: 1) it is important to learn to work effectively in an environment that is not solely Christian and 
2) to help support the sustainability of ministry for yourself and men after you. The cost of residential 
ministry is high and we believe that God created men not to be consumers, but to be producers and 
sharers. Therefore, in this phase you will have the opportunity to work diligently in order to provide for 
the ministry and resources you are receiving, as well as the resources and ministry of other men in the 
program and future residents. However, at this time the work the men will be doing doesn’t sustain the 
resources they are receiving while in the program (room and board, teaching, counseling, resources, and 
staff attention). As a result, a $200/month fee is required for the 6 months of phase 2. 

During this phase, the key components of counseling, teaching, class, church and daily devotions will 
continue to play a prominent role. One of the great benefits of working in an established company is the 
possibility of having a positive work experience and work reference upon graduating from Restoration. 

Near the end of this phase, time will be spent to prepare residents for transitioning back into life outside 
of Restoration. Key components of transition included (1) identifying a solid, Bible-believing local 
church to join, (2) having a plan for employment, and (3) a plan for housing. 

4. SERVANT LEADERSHIP TRAINING 

The Servant Leadership Training phase (SLT) is only for residents who have successfully graduated from 
Restoration and who have been invited to participate by the staff of Restoration. This phase is an optional 
phase that is designed to further train men beyond what they have already received. The purpose of this 
phase is to equip me who desire to gain further training in theology, biblical counseling and ministry 
experience.  

During this 9-month phase you will continue to live at Restoration and will be given responsibilities (not 
limited to) supervising residents, managing the duplex, teaching and counseling, and reading and writing 
assignments. 

You will continue to be discipled throughout the duration of this phase. Reading Grudem’s Systematic 
Theology3 and other resources will be required and are instrumental in grounding yourself further in 
God’s Word. There will also be written assignments based on the reading in order to help you solidify 
what you’re learning from the assigned reading. Weekly meetings with a staff member or 
counselor/teacher at Restoration will be for ongoing accountability, interaction on the material you 
reading, and for preparing for future plans.  

 

                                                        
3 Wayne A. Grudem, Systematic Theology: An Introduction to Biblical Doctrine (Grand Rapids, MI: 

Zondervan, 2004). 
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G. MEDICAL AND MEDICATION POLICIES 

Restoration is not a medical facility. Restoration is a faith based program for men that a struggling with 
alcohol, drug and substance abuse and other addictive behaviors. As such, we do not distribute, diagnose, 
or prescribe anything for medical issues.  

1. MEDICATIONS 

Any prescribed medications by your physician that need to be taken while at Restoration will be 
monitored by the Restoration staff to make sure they are taken as prescribed. You ultimately are 
responsible to make sure your medication is administered correctly. 

• Not all medications are permitted at Restoration. Refer to the following chart for details of 
permitted medications: 

Permitted Medications: Medications Requiring a 
Physician’s Explanation for 

the Need: 

Non-Permitted Medications: 

Antidepressants: 
Celexa, Cymbalta, Effexor, Elavil, 
Lexapro, Prozac, Paxil, Remeron, 
Savella, Trazodone, Wellbutrin, 
Zoloft 

Mood Stabilizers/Seizure Meds: 
The following medications are 
allowed only for documented 
seizure disorders (a letter from 
your treating physician is 
required stating his/her reasons 
for prescribing the medication): 
Tegretol, Topamax, Trileptal, 
Depakote, Lamictal 

Benzodiazepines:  
such as Ativan, Klonipin, Xanax, 
or Valium 
Antipsychotics:  
Medications in this class include, 
but are not limited to: Abilify, 
Geodon, Mellaril, Seroquel, 
Clozaril, Haldol, Risperdal, 
Zyprexa 
Mood stabilizers: 
Lithium 

Antianxiety Medications: Buspar, 
Vistaril 

NOTE: Neurontin may be taken 
by insulin-dependent diabetics as 
necessary for neuropathy. Again, 
a letter from the physician with 
the reason for prescribing the 
medication is required. 

 

Sleep Aids:  
Trazodone and over-the-counter 
sleep aids are acceptable. 

 Sleep Aids:  
Ambien, Halcion, Lunesta, 
Restoril, Sonata 

Non habit forming ADD 
medications such as Straterra and 
Intuniv are acceptable 

 Narcotic & other Pain medication: 
Darvocet, Hydrocodone, Lortab, 
Lyrica, Methodone, Oxycontin, 
Percocet, Suboxone, Ultram, 
Neurontin 

Anti-inflammatory medications 
such as Ibuprofen, Meloxicam, 
Naproxyn, and others are permitted 

 Muscle Relaxants: 
Flexeril, Robaxin, Soma, etc 

• Medications must be checked-in to the staff of Restoration and they will be distributed once per 
week—enough for you to take exactly what is prescribed.  

• Medications must be kept in a locked box (you need to bring one) to prevent other residents from 
having access to medications not prescribed for them. 

• Under no circumstances are you to share or distribute your medications. 
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• It is crucial that when you arrive at Restoration, all permitted prescriptions that you need are full 
and have ample refills to get you through the duration of the program. 

• Multivitamins and Vitamin C supplement are optional while at Restoration. However, if you take 
them you must bring them for yourself, and the bottles must be in a sealed (un-opened) container. 
Any other supplements or vitamins need a written doctors note and they must also be in a sealed 
(un-opened) container. 

• No medications requiring refrigeration will be allowed. 
• You will not be allowed to start or stop any medication while you live at Restoration without the 

express written consent of the primary care physician overseeing your care and the agreement of 
your counselor. 

• Any over the counter medication brought with you must come onto the property un-opened and 
still sealed. 

2. MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS 

We understand that life is not always predictable, but due to the relatively short amount of time you’ll be 
at Restoration, the administrative challenges of appointments and transportation, and the limited staff at 
Restoration, it is important that you resolve all known medical issues and appointments before coming to 
Restoration. For example, dentistry, eye appointments and so forth should be taken care of before coming 
to Restoration.  

Once you arrive at Restoration the following policies will be observed: 

• Any medical issues need to be revealed to the staff right away so that appropriate action can take 
place.  

• All non-emergency medical needs must be addressed with your counselor. 
• In the event of necessary medical appointments, a staff member or approved volunteer must be 

allowed to be in the appointment with you. Under no circumstances will you be allowed to 
receive treatment apart from the presence of a staff member or approved volunteer. 

• You are required to disclose all of your past alcohol and drug use to medical professions so that 
they can prescribe the best treatment possible. 

• Doctors treatments will be strictly followed. The treatment should be requested in writing from 
the doctor at the appointment. 

• All medications need to be requested as the most conservative over the counter pain medications. 
It is necessary that it be a non-addictive medication. 

• The permitted and non-permitted medications in the previous section (1. MEDICATIONS) must 
still be followed.  

• Residents must request non-narcotic and non-addictive medication. Narcotics and addictive 
medication will only be allowed if it is deemed absolutely necessary.  

• Any prescriptions that are picked up while at Restoration must be un-opened until they have been 
checked-in at Restoration with the staff. 

• This policy must be agreed to and signed by you upon admission and you will be required to take 
a copy of it with you to all appointments to give to the medical professionals who are treating 
you. 
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Please print this page and return it with your completed Application for residency.  

By signing below, I am indicating that I agree to abide by the Medical and Medication Policy of 
Restoration.  

 

Applicant Signature ______________________________________________ Date _________________  

 

Signature of Spouse or Sponsor (if applicable) _________________________ Date _________________  

 

Witness: ______________________________________________________________________  

 

Relationship to Applicant: ________________________________________________________ 

 

 


